I do! I am and have been very concerned with injuries to players and athletes on our fields.

I am especially concerned about players being injured or killed on fields that are too hard for contact sports. In these instances, fields that are constructed over asphalt, concrete, or soil profiles as hard as asphalt or concrete are usually at fault or are at least a contributing factor.

I read in the newspaper the other day that a college football player died from injuries sustained when his head hit the surface of an artificial-turf field. The article did not say whether this athlete was wearing a helmet, and it did not explain how he hit the surface. However, in another recent incident, a driving tackle caused a football player's helmet to fly off before he hit the surface of the field. The resulting impact to the player's unprotected head was noted in the press as the key factor in his death.

The NFL Players Association has conducted a crusade over the past four or five years to rid football of all artificial fields. It has been stated that artificial fields are too hard and abrasive, and that the surfaces cause physical damage that shortens players' careers.

I'm not so sure I agree that all artificial fields are more apt to be a factor in injuries than all natural-turf fields. I've measured hundreds of fields around the country with Clegg Impact Hammers, and I can tell you that some artificial fields are less hard than some natural fields.

Hard, compacted natural fields and natural fields with poor traction can also factor into injuries as severe as those associated with artificial fields. It's important to measure your fields periodically to know their hardness and compaction so you know when to fix them — and then do it.

Proper natural and synthetic field maintenance can reduce many injuries that plague our players today. It's important to monitor padding below artificial turf for compaction, and to know when the height of artificial turf is worn down to unsafe conditions. As long as we play outdoor football in cold-weather areas, artificial fields may provide more logical solutions then frozen or semifrozen natural fields.

Know what causes compaction in soils so that you can prevent construction methodology that creates the problems. Measure each field periodically, document your findings, and provide maintenance to eliminate or correct compacted soils and reduce potential for injuries.

I'm sure that you DO CARE about player injuries, and that you work daily to protect all of your field users. Don't let budget politics stand in the way of providing better and safer sports fields. The STMA is a professional organization that cares!
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